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abstract
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rl
New geological, structural and drainage maps lurve been made
and studied from E'RTS-1 satellite images for El Ismailiya
Master Plan Study area. The groundw ester, hydrogeological
characteristics and potentials of the sane area have been
compiled and evaluated to serve the purpose of the reclarna-
tion projects to be carried out.
"art
geological, structural and
drainage mapping from ER.TSai
satellite images
Introduction
El Ismailiya Master Plan Study area covers a
surface of about 10,000 km2, approximately
limited by latitude 20 1 57' North to the Mediter
ranean Sea, and longitudes 31040'-32040'
East, Fig. 1.
The surface features of the Project area
are shared unequally between the different gec,-
graphical elements including cultivated lands,
desert lands and takes.
Cultivated Lands
These are represented mainly by the west
central side of the Project area, including the
easternmost part of El Sharquia Governorate,
as well as the central strip around the encoun-
tered part of Ei lsmailiya-Cairo Agricultural
road. These areas are covered by Nile silt which
has been deposited from the flood waters of the
eastern branch of Nile Delta (Damietta Branch)
and from the El lsmailiya Canal respectively.
Different plant crops are cultivated in the flat
alluvial lands of these areas all the year round.
Bordering these cultivated lands are some
plains and terraces of concealed silts, sands
and gravels. Moreover, between El Ismailiya and
Suez, along the western side of the southern
part of Suez Canal, there are some detached
small areas of cultivation getting their irrigat-
ing water mainly from El Suez Sweet Water
Canal.
Desert Lands
To the south of El Ismailiya-Cairo Agricui-
tural road, the Project area Is mainly formed
of desert lands bordering the previously men-
tioned cultivated lands. They are built mostly
of sandstone and limestone plateaux, represent-
ing the geographical continuation of the north
Eastern Desert. Although uniformity and mono-
tony of these sandstone-limestone plateaux are
characteristic features of this part of the Pro-
ject area, yet it is broken up by a number of
interesting surface contrasts and marked
charges in relief, topography and drainage.
The desert lands of the area under consi-
deration have a generally moderate to low
relief with an average height of about 200 m
above the sea level. Six triangulation points are
located in the south central part of the area.
There is a triangulation point at Gebel Umm
Raqm (275 m) forming a conspicuous topogra-
phic feature in the western side of the area
just to the west of the ruined palace of Dar,
The other triangulation points are located at
Gebel Shubrawit (225m), Gebel El Girba
(238m), Gebel Umm Raqm (243m), and Gebel
Iweibid (520m).
Lakes
Apart from the lakes of the Suez Canal
zone, the Project area encounters also a great
portion of Lake Manzala. it occupies the lower-
most part of the area under investigation at its
northern side along the Mediterranean Sea
coast between Port Said and Damietta, and
extends southwards to the sandy plain. It is sur-
rounded by some other small shallow lakes and
marshes, as well as wet lands and sabkhas.
These parts represent, all-together, the relics of
the ancient sea areas which the River Nile
acquired to build Its delta.
These lakes give also the evidence of the
oscillations of the sea and land during Pleisto-
cene and Miocene times, which culminated in
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slow land subsidence since the beginning of
the Neolithic.
On comparison of the recent ERTS-1 satel-
fi'e I mages, Pig 9, and the previously pub:ished
maps, some features are found to have been
changed such as the disappearance of some
islets in the Lake Manzaia and the submergen-
ce of some structures in it. These are indica-
tions that the slow subsidence of land which
persisted throughout the Neolithic is still con-
tinuing on a sr rail local scale.
Drainage
The southern part of the Project area is a
moderate to low hilly country followed north-
wards by a wide plain which is drained gen-
erally into a north to northwest direction by
many water courses which start generally from
the south, southwest and southeast. Some of
these small tributaries unite together and form
some main drainage lines in the area. Among
the most important and the largest drainage
lines in the area under consideration and its
surroundings are Wadi El Gafra, Wadi E1 Bah-
hara, Wadi Abu El Awasig and Wadi Ei Ashara,
Fig. 2.
To the north of the southern plain which is
mainly covered by Wadi deposits, the ground
is dissected into isolated Oligocene gravel
mound and some ridges of generally darker
tone. f=urther northeast, the marine Miocene
sediments form some conspicuous ridges of
lighter tone, and exhibit di p-slope topography,
sloping northwards to a wide plain.
The northern slopes of Gebel Ataqa, which
are encountered along the southern side of the
investigated area, are draining northwards and
northeastwards by a coarse dendritic system
through Wadi El Himeira and other tributaries
to a wide drain called Wadi El Bahhara which
Is trending generally in the NW-SE direction,
where it starts from the southeastern slopes of
Gebel Iweibid and ends at the Gulf of Suez near
the town of Suez.
Wadi Kahaliya and Wadi Umm Gifran drain
from the northwestern slopes of Gebel Abu
Tireifiya, while Wadi Iseill and Wadi El Gindaii
drain from the northern slopes of Gebel El Ku-
tamiya. These wadis are mostly of the coarse
dendritic type, but they constitute in general
nearly parallel to subparallel system. They ex-
tend northwards to join the intersection of Wadi
El Gafra and Wadi Barasha in a plain area be-
tween Gebel El Gafra and Gebel Umm Raqm.
Wadi El Gafra is one of the main wadis in the
studied area, and it receives some parallel
small tributaries both from the south and from
the north that extend mostly in the N-S direction,
such as Wadi Muftah. Along the southwestern
corner of the area under investigation, Wadi El
t=urn drains from the northern slopes of Gebel
Yahmum El Asfar northwestwards to meet Wadi
Abu Durma at Sawanet El Dabba.
The south central hilly country of the area,
including Gebel Umm Raqm and Gebel El Girba,
is drained northwestwards by Wadi Abu El
Awasig which is a a long wadi extending for
more than 25 km from the SE to the NW, where
it joins Wadi Sakran in the wide plain area be-
tween ilwet Abu Ashqar 2nd Khabira Umm Gl-
dam.
Generally speaking, there is an obvious
relationship between the drainage pattern of
the Project area and both its lithology and
structures, especially exhibited in the desert
lands due south of El ismailiya-Cairo agricul-
tural road. However, there is a remarkab le con-
trast in the pattern and density of drainage and
in the order of the main drainaqe lines, es pecial-
ly in the main rock units of the terrestrial Oli-
gocene and the marine Miocene and Eocene
sediments.
Generally, the drainage pattern of the 011-
gocene is essentially -.mdritic, mostly due to its
sandy and gravelly poorly bedded nature, On
the other hand, the pattern of drainage of M i o-
cene and Eocene is almost parallel to subparal-
lei due mainly to the di p-slope t000graohy of the
Miocene and the Eocene beds underneath. Also,
the gently di pping strata of these geological
units and their landscapes of long ledges have
some influence on their characaeristic drainage
pattern. Concerning the density of drainage
pattern, it is found that in the Oligocene the
drainage is very dense relative to the Miocene
and Eocene which have poor and moderate
densities respectively.
The plain strip along the western coast of
Suez Canal is traversed b y some wadi lines ex-
tending almost in the E-W direction such as
Wadi Yasara and Wadi El Ashara.
The central part of the investigated area
is crossed by El ismailiya Canal wh i ch is a o
important irrigation and navigation canal start-
ing from the River Ni l e North of Cairo to the
Lake Timsah. At El Ismailiya, two other irriga-
tion canals are branched from El Ismailiva Ca-
nal, the northern branch is called El Abbasiva
Canal extending to El Qantara, while the south-
ern branch is that known as El Suez Sweei
Water Canal reaching Suez.
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The northern sector of the Project area
is mostly covered by the Lake Manzala and
some small takes (e.g., Lake El S'Ibeita), water
p^nds, swamps and salt marshes occupying
the surrounding low lands. This area includes
two artificial canals ; Bahr E1 Baqar used as
the main drain of irrigation waters from El
Sharqia cultivated lands, and El Manzala Canal
as a navigation canal passing from Port Said
to Damietta through Lake Manzala.
Plenty of small islands and land bars and
arches found in Lake Manzala are usually effect-
ed by the tidal waves of the Mediterranean Sea
water and its common oscillations during dif-
ferent climatic conditions.
Structures
El Ismaillya Master Plan Study area is locat-
ed at the cross roads of major geographical
regions namely the Eastern Desert, Sinai Penin-
sula, the Nile Delta and the Mediterranean Lit-
toral with its Lakes. It is enclosed between the
Suez Canal to the east and the eastern bound-
ary of the Nile Delta to the west, the line ex-
tendiog from Gebel Ataga to Gebel Mokattam
to the south, and Lake Manzala to the north,
The area in question is dissected by many
structural lineaments, as interpreted from
ERTS-1 satellite images, Fig. 3. These linea-
ments are of three different densities according
to the topographic expression and rock or soil
cover.
The mountainous part of El Ismailiya
Master Ilan Study area is located to the south
of Cairo-Suez as phalt road and dissected by
lineaments running mostly either NNW-SSE or
NW-SE. The first set is constituted of short
lineaments mostly not exseeding 20 km in
length, while the NW-SE lineaments are long
and some of them extend to the Gulf of Suez
region rep resenting major faulting disrupting
in the Gulf itself. A third minor set of lineaments
present is running nearly E-W with small devia-
tions to WNW or ENE directions. The age re-
lation of these lineaments is most probably
a) the nearly E-W lineaments are the oldest
ones as they are dissected and dislocated by
the other trends, and b) the NW-SE lineaments
are more prominent than the NNW-SSE ones,
thus indicating that the latter are most probably
younger or they am of different fracturing type.
An interesting anticlinal structure is recorded
in the area to the southwest of the Bitter Lakes
which is comparable to the Syrian arcs of north
and central Sinai.
The second part of El Ismalliya Master
Plan Study area which is located between the
Cairo-Suez and Cairo-Ismailiya agricultural as-
phalt roads is mostly covered by Quaternary
clayey and sandy surfacial deposits in addition
to some limestone outcrops to the west of the
Bitter Lakes. The lineaments traversing the
limestone exposures are of two main trends
NNW-SSE and E-W directions.
However, the lineaments are rarely observ-
ed in locations showing Quaternary sandy or
clayey cover exce pt for some short lineaments
striking N-S, NE-SW, E-W and WNW-ESE.
Concerning the part of El Ismailiya Master
Plan Study area located to the north of Cairo-
El Ismailiya agricultural asphalt road, linea-
ments cou ld not be directly observed, from
ERTS-1 satellite images, while the distribution
of the sandy or shelly bars and islands inside
Lake Manzala and the marshes to the south
may give the impression of controlling structural
linear elements including folding and faulting.
Geology
The geology of El Ismailiya Master Plan
Study area is dom'nated by a sedimentary suc-
cession ranging from Eocene to Quaternary,
with Mid-Tertiary basalts. A new geological map
(Fig. 4) is presented here which has been con-
structed from ERTS-1 satellite images. The geo-
logical units are shown as grou ps, formations
and smaller lithoiogic units according to the
standard international and local stratigranhic
terminology. Geologic mapping in various scales
and studies have been carried out previously
in the investigated area by Thiebaud (1943),
Shukri and Ayouti (1956), Farag and Sadek
(1966), Barakat and About Eta (1970), El
Shazly, et al. (1974), ... etc.
Eocene
Three formations are distinguished of which
Darat Formation and Khaboba Formation belong
to the Middle Eocene while Tanka Formation
is mainly of Late Eocene age. These formations
correspond in a general manner to those given
by Viotti and El Demerdash (1968) to the
Eocene exposures at Wadi Nukhul on the east-
ern side of the Gulf of Suez.
Da. at Formation
It is mostly of white colour and smooth
texture, and it is exposed in three localities-,
a) east of Gebel Ataqa with coarse texture, b)
forming repeated rims in the circular feature
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exposed to the west of the Great Bitter Lake,
and c) the southern narrow strip of Gebel
Iweibid, with light colour and smooth texture at
the latter two localities. This difference in
texture may be due to the low relief hills cover-
ed by this formation while at Gebel Ataqa the
Darat Formation forms a thick horizon exposed
on the slopes which is covered by younger for-
mations. Darat Formation is mostly composed
of marl with fossiliferous chalky limestones.
Khaboba Formation
It is of brown colour, coarse texture, and
forming the peripheral ridges of Gebel Ataqa
and the southern limit of Gebel Iweibid. This
formation is made up of marl and fossiliferous
limestones with flint bands.
Tankar Formation
it has a lighter brown colour with charac-
teristic fine to medium texture. it forms the top-
most horizon in Gebel Ataqa and Gebel Iwelbid,
and it is exposed in the south and west of the
Khaboba at Gebel Ataqa. This formation is con-
stitued of fossiliferous limestones with shales.
Oligocene
Gebel Ahmar Formation
On the ERTS-1 satellite images, this forma-
tion could be differentiated into three lithologic
units according to the tone, grade and the
texture differences as follows :
Unit I : On ERTS-1 colour composite
images, it shows with light green to yellowish
green colour, with fine to smooth texture. This
unit is exemplified by the rock exposure at
Wadi Kahaliya which is mostly constituted of
sands and flint gravels.
Unit 2 : It is exhibited by the darkest tone
of the greyish colour with coarse texture. This
unit is mostly com posed of ferruginated red
sandstones, exemplified by the rocks exposed
at Gebel Umm Raqm and Wadi Yasara.
Unit 3 : it is characterized by medium
texture and greenish grey colour of lighter tone
grade than unit 2. This unit is exposed on both
sides of Wadi El Gindall, and is composed
mostly of quartzitic and less ferruginated sand-
stone, and flint gravels.
Mid-Tertiary Voicanics
These volcanics are mostly basalt sheets
which are found on the colour composite ima-
a	 ;. ..
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ges as small spots or patches characterized by
dark to medium grey colour. Stratigraphically
the basalt is Late Oligocene to Earl y Miocene.
Miocene
Two formations of Middle Miocene age are
distinguished, namely El Shatt Formation and
Hornmath Formation.
El Shatt Formation (new formation name,
type locality El Shatt on the Suez Canal)
This formation is of Middle Miocene age
as in the case of Ras Malaab Group, the latter
is well developed in the Gulf of Suez region(El Gezeery and Marzouk, 1974). In the Suez
Canal zone, the lithology has been found to be
different from the Gulf of Suez region, due to
the difference in the conditions of il,e deposi-
tion of the Middle Miocene sediments in both
cases. El Shatt Formation which is the charac-
teristic Middle Miocene Formation in the Suez
Canal zone is constituted of sandstones, clays
and limestones arranged in the order of their
abundance with variable amounts of gypsum-
anhydrite. It may be stated that El Shatt For-
mation is mainly constituted of detrital material
with subsidiary evaporites while in Ras Malaab
Grou p
 evaporites play an important role in the
constitution of the sediments. The Middle Mio-
cene in the area extend i ng to the west of the
Gulf of Suez and the Suez Canal Zone is char-
acterized in the ma pped area by the occur-
rence of shallow marine limestones with clays
and sands/sandstones (Hommath Formation).
El Shatt Formation has been divided on the
new geological map prepared from ERTS-1
satellite images into the two following units :
Unit 1 : This is characterized by a lighter
tone of greyish green colour ; fine texture and
smooth surface with some scattered isolated
rocky outcrops and exposures.
The unit is exposed mainly on the eastern
side of the Suez Canal to the south of the Bit-
ter Lakes. It is constituted of sandstones, clays
and limestones, with more gypsum-anhydrite
than the northern unit 2. Accordingly, unit 1 is
more akin and is geographically closer to Ras
Malaab Group in comparison to unit 2.
Unit 2 : Exposed towards the east and
northeast of the Bitter Lakes, and it is con-
stituted of sandstones, clays and limestones,
with small and sometimes insignificant propor-
This formation was discovered during the field
checking of :he interpreted satellite images for this area.
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tions of gypsum-anhydrite. It is characterized
by dark greenish grey colour, which changes
to bluish grey near the shores of the lakes.
The texture Is coarse in general while near
the shore it becomes finer.
Hommath Formation
The name has been previously given by
Abdalla and Abdel Hady (1966) for the Middle
Miocene suc.^ession at Sodat area on the west-
ern side of the Gulf of Suez. In the present
work, the same formation has been extended
to cover the Middle M i ocene rocks to the
westwards and northwards of this area. Hom-
math Formation is constituted mainly of lime-
stones with variable intercalations of clays and
sands/sandstones. The limestones are greatly
impure and sandy. The formation under con-
sideration has been distinguished into two units
varying in their characteristics, and their distri-
bution is shown on the geological map, Fig 4.
Unit 1 : Characterized in the images by its
light tone of the grey colour and medium to
fine texture. The unit is constituted of lime-
stones with prominent intercalated exposed
sands/sandstones.
Unit 2 : This is made up of limestones
with prominent intercalated outcropping clays.
It seems from the pattern of d istribution of the
two units that pass into each other laterally and
most likely also in depth. Unit 2 exhibits lighter
tone. characterized by greyish yellow colour
with a smooth surface.
Pliocene
The Pliocene unit is isolated due to its light
greyish yellow colour with its fine texture. It is
made up of gravels and sands with less abun-
dant clays and it is mostly covered by small
dispersed desert vegetation. The age of this
unit is not certain and it is exposed between
the Cairo-El Ismailiya desert and agricultural
roads.
Quaternary
Gravel Mains
This unit, which is located to the north of
El Ismailiya Canal, has been isolated on ERTS-1
satellite images due to its dark grey colour and
coarse texture which is nearly similar to the
surface features of Ras Malaab Group. It is
formed of gravels of various sandy, limy and
clayey rocks. Many artificial hillocks and some
natural vegetation are superimposed on th'.s
unit.
The main advantage of using ERTS-1 satel-
lite images in mapping has been the distinction
o.:
 various Quaternary units of great practical
value to reclamation projects.
These include in El Ismailiya Master Plan
Study area the following : deluvium of Eocene
rocks : wadi alluvium of limy, marly and gypsi-
ferous clays; wadi alluvium of clayey and sandy
gravels ; sand dunes with remarkable linea-
ments ; eollan sands and sand dunes ; marshes
and sablchas ; shallow water bodies with sea-
sonal variations : lakes and ponds; as well as
the cultivated lands peripheral to the Mile Delta.
part Z
groundwater studies
IntroducItiion
The study of the geomorphology and geology
oi groundwater in the desert area east of the
Nile Delta must be considered as the key-stone
in any future reclamation projects. So, the e!u-
cidation of the physiographic provinces and the
main opomorphic units are of great help in
u iu'erstanding the main groundwater reservoirs
in this area. Moreover, the geological and hy-
drogeo!ogical investigation of the different po-
tentialities of theca groundwater resources will
be useful_
As the subsurface data in the Ismailiya-
Manzala strip is scarce, the up-to-date data of
El Qantara area compiled with the few previous-
ly drilled holes help in suggestion of the sub-
surface Neogene-Quaternary aquifer and aquic-
lude horizons.
Due south of the latitude of Ismailiya, the
groundwater resources are locally controlled by
the geological setting of the outcropping sedi-
ments.
Physiographic synopsis
Most of the studied area occupies a semi-
flat terrain with the exception of the area to the
south of latitude 30015' where the land rises up
towards the southern hills.
From a regional point of view, the physio-
graphic features of the area east of the Nile
Delta flood plains could be differentiated into
the following provinces :
1. Gebel Mokattam-Gebel Ataqa tableland
2. Cairo-Shubrawit ridges.
3. Umm Gidam slopes.
4. El Tell El Kabir-El Salhiya plain.
5. Lake Manzala and sabkhas.
6. Isthmus stretch.
Gebel Mokattam-Gebel Ataqa Tableland
The area is bounded at its southern peri-
phery by a series of highly elevated plateaux
at latitude 30` 1 . From west to east they are
Gebel Mokattam, Gebel Kutamiya, Gebel Abu
Preifiya and Gebel Ataqa. Their altitudes range
from 150 m (Gebel Mokattam) to 870 m (Gebel
Ataqa). The surface elevation of this tableland
increases due east and exhibits irregular short
valleys and qullles, e.g., Wadi Gindel, Wadi E!
Khayat and Wadi Umm Zeita.
Cairo-Gebel Shubrawit Ridges
This stretch of land is located between
latitudes 300 and 30° 15', and it is represented
by a series of elongated ridges mostly oriented
in WNW-ESE and E-W directions.
The ridges are represented by Gebel El
Hamza, Sawanet El Dabba, Gebel Iweibid, Gebel
Umm Raqm, Gebel Gharra and Gebel Shubrawit.
The average altitudes of these ridges range
from 150 m to 200 m, and their lengths range
from 20 to 50 km.
A series of immense depressions are alter-
nating with the above mentioned ridges. Two
main depressions could be differentiated name-
ly, Heliopolis depression bounded by Gebel El
Hamza to the north and Sawanet El Dabba at
the south, and El Dakruri depression bounded
northwards by Sawanet El Dabba and south-
wards by Gebel Mokattam-Gebel Ataqa tab!e-
land. These depressions are striated by a crowd-
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ed drainage system (centripetal trellis, braided
and dendritic types).
Umm Gidam Slopes
The terrain here slopes from south to north
and occupies the landscape extending from
Cairo-Gebel Shubrawit ridges in the south to
Wadi El Tumilat in the north. The altitudes de-
crease gradually from 180 m to 40 m with'n a
distance of 15 to 20 km, e.g., the general slope
is roughly 7 m/km.
Wadi El Tumilat represents the northern
limit of Umm Gidam slopes. The former is an
elongated depression oriented in an E-W direc-
tion and extending from El Ismailiya to El Ab-
basa in which El Ismailiya Canal was dug.
Ell Tell El Kabir-El Salhiya Plain
A semi-flat area extends to the north of
Ismailiya latitude till the southern extremit'es
of Lake Manzala and sabkhas with altitudes
ranging from 0 to 20 m.
Lake Manzala and Sabkhas
Manzala is the largest lake of the Egyptian
coastal belt. Wide sabkhas and salty ponds are
widespread arounG the main lake.
Isthmus Stretch
The topography of th?s land strech is man-
ly affected by the artificial processes caused
by the digging of the Suez Canal. It extends
from the Gulf of Suez in the south to El Ballah
lagoons in the north.
Ge-:omorphoIogy
As the geomorphic features in this area
have a direct bearing on the groundwater re-
sources and reservoirs, a brief explanation of
the land features in relation to geology has to
be made.
The main geomorphic units (Fig. 5) could
be distinguished, as follows :
Gebel Mokattarn-Gebe". A;aga S'ruc - ural Tab!e-
land.
This persistent lirn3stone tableland is main-
ly striking out due to the late Eocene and
younger upheavals. The tableland was affected
by epirogenic forces which led to the creation
of the faulted escarpment edges on its northern
peripheries. The nature of the hard Middle and
Late Eocene limestones which are the predo-
minant facies exhibits three features :
a) Joints and fissures, b) short and shal-
low wadis and gullies, and c7 naked rocks with
regard to soil and gravel mantles.
As the porosity of these massive rocks is
generally low, they represent a watershed area
mainly due north, e.g., to El Dakruri derression,
On the other hand, where ioints and fissures
are remarkable features ,karst conditions,, are
dom`nant.
Cairo-Gebel Shubrawit Structural Ridges and
Depressions
Here four main structural ridges are strik-
ing out. Gebel El Hamza ridge and Gebei Umm
Ragm-Gebel Shubrawit ridge constitute the
northern fandmass, whereas Saw p.net El Dabba
ridge and Gebel Iweibid ridge constitute the
southern pos'tive landmass.
As these ridges are built up of Miocene
sandy limestone facies and Oligocene grave's
and basalts, their capability for groundwater
storage is much higher than the southern
Eocene tableland. In particular, watershed areas
are rep resented where s l opes are sharp ly re-
versed on both sides of the ridge. However.
I n most cases where the clysm.'c faults cut
across these ridges, deer wadis debouch due
north (the general slope), e.g. Wadi Anqabiya
and Wadi El Nasuri.
Alternating with the above ment'oned po-
sitive structura l ridges, two consequent nega-
` i ve structural deoress^ons ex i st. An extensive
de p ression extends east of Cairo till Gebel
Umm Ra gm a l ong a distance of about 50 km
fHe!ionol l s dep ression), The southern one, E1
Dakruri depression, of about 60 km length ex-
tends in an E-W direction from Gebel Angabiya
in the west to the northern extremity of the
Gulf of Suez in the east. This structural de-
pression is wide in the west (about 20 km),
where it is defined by Sawanet El Dabba due
north and Gebel Kutam',ya due south. It wedges
out east reaching a width of 5 km where the
s t ructural tableland extends northwards. The
main hydroyra phic dra i nage and basins in this
landscape have three patterns :
Main central drainage pattern
Two drainage systems mainly dendritic
are present. The western one ends at Wadi El
Gafra whose tributaries extend due south to
the structural tableland along smaller wadis.
PAW ULANK NOT FIL.
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e.g. Wadi El Gindall, Wadi El Ful, Wadi Shanab
El Basha, ... etc., and cut across the structural
ridges a'ong the clysmic faulting which origin-
ally led to the topographic separation of the
above mentioned ridges (between Gebel El
Hamza and Gebel Umm Raqm ridges) .
The eastern system ends by Wadi El Watan
which -,ialn!y drains its resources from the
structural rldges,e.rg. Gebei Girba, Gebel Umm
Katib, Gebel Gharra.... etc.
The above two drainage systems occupy
the cen`ral portion of El Dakruri depression and
the eastern r'm of Heliopolis depression, and
debouch cue north in Umm Gidam slopes.
Noteworthy, the above mentioned structural
deoress i ons are: mant l ed by the coalescent
debris of the destroyed surrounding ridges and
tab leland. It is mostly mantled by gravel and
coarse sands which originated from the carbo-
nate Eocene-Miocene rocks, and the siliceous
and basaltic Oligocene rocks. Moreover, the
thickness of th is gravel ly mantle is expected
to attain its maximum death at the cen + ral por-
tion of these structural depressions (about 50
to 80 m thick) .
Western Drainage Pattern
This pattern mainly occupies Heliopolis de-
presslon and is related to the centripetal trellis
and barbed drainage types. Two main valleys-,
Wadi El Hamza and Wadi El Hag, exist in this
depress'on. Due to the west, the nature of the
gravelly facies has been affected by the Nile
flood plains and changed to finer texture.
Moreover, an abruot increase in th i ckness of
the Quaternary sediments is expected.
Eastern Drainage Pattern
This system has derived its resources
from the eastern rims of the structural table-
land and the eastern sides of the structural
ridges. e.g. Gebel Shubrawit and Gebel Gineifa,
and debauches the Isthmus stretch. This pattern
is related mainly to the dendritic drainage sys-
tem.
Finer Quaternary deposits have been con-
tributed by this system to the Agrud depression
due to the exposure of low strength Cretaceous
sediments on the highland areas.
Clime- Gidam Gravelly Slopes
Thu southern belt of these slopes repre-
sents the typical piedmont s lopes of the struc-
tural ridges, where the altitudes range between
80 to 180 m, e.g. Ilwet Abu Ashqar, Khabret
Umm Gidam and Ridan El Hamal. Due north
the landscape downgrades gently to Wadi El
Tumilat.
In this stretch of land, terraces are found
in the environs of Wadi Tumilat at absolute
levels of 30 to 40 m, the role of the late Plio-
cene-early Pleistocene eastern foreset of the
Nile Delta could be remarkable. It is assumed
that the rock debris derived from the east and
south landmasses in the late Pliocene-early
Pleistocene times were debouching in this o!d
downthrown faulted basin.
It has been observed that the gravels and
sands which cover most of this landscape are
coarser in the south than in the north. Nowa-
days, under the prevailing semi-arid conditions
this land stretch has been transformed to a
typical «desert pavement,,.
El Fell El Kabir-El Salhiya Plain
Several agents have led to the creation
of this plain :
1. The late Pleistocene pluviations.
2. The IatE Pleistocene-Holocene Nile
floods.
3. The remnant salty lakes resulting under
the influence of the Me&terranean Sea.
4. The old tributaries of the Nile branches
passing through this area.
5. Artificial canals and drains.
According to the previously mentioned
factors, the following morphopedolog'cal sec-
tors could be differentiated in this plain :
1. Wadi E1 Tumilat represents a conspi-
cuous unit of depressional features (7 to 10 m
in altitude) surrounded by old terraces of early
Pleistocene gravels and filled with younger
sands and clayey sand facies. It extends in an
E-W direction, about 50 km in length and about
5 km w,de. It is presumed that this wadi reflects
a deep subsurface structural lineament which
has now been much affected by the Ismailiya
canal which has been dug through it.
2. About 10 to 15 km to the north of Wadi
El Tumilat (E1 Tell El Kabir strips), the area
is still affected by the southern gravelly slopes.
The land cover is dominated by coarse sands
and fine gravels, whereas at its western margin
at El Abbasa, the Nile floods build clayey soils.
3.Due north, i.e. EI Salhiya-Bir El Abd strip,
the plain is predominated by the silty and
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clayey flats which resulted from the old Nile
branches at that time including Ferma Nile
branch. Moreover, the retreating of El Manzala
lagoons (late Pleistocene-Holocene) left their
salty mud flats on the surface of this area. A
silty clay coquinal bed of about 1 m thick exists
in different localities of this landstrip, e.g. El
Qantara Ef Gharbiya. The old beaches of these
lakes are exhibited as irregular lenses (1 to 2
rn thick) of shelly sands and faintly cemented
sandstone bands.
4. Sabkhas are widespread with their
saline soils along the southern peripheries of
the present Lake Manzala.
isthmus Sandy Stretch
. Th's sandy stretch extends from the Gulf
of Suez in the south to near El Ballah lagoons
in the north. Such stretch was occupied, be-
fore the construction of the Suez Canal, by a
series of salty lakes re l ated to its negative
altitudes. The relics of these old lakes are well
represented at EI Sallah area.
However, this strip of land has been much
disturbed by the artif i cial Suez Canal and its
digging products. Wind-blown sand sheets
have accumulated along both banks of the
Suez Canal.
Subsurface geological
synopsis
The sediments older than the Eocene are
not of interest to the purpose of this study,
therefore a compiled stratigraphic section and
two provis ional geological cross sections (Fig.
6) are briefly presented :
Eocene
Eocene carbonate facies of 400 to 500 m
thick mostly occupied the structural tableland.
Faulting prelominate folding and karst condi-
tions prevai,ed.
Oligocene
Mainly constituted of sands and gravels
(maximum thickness 80 m) and capped by
Mid-Tertiary were active. indications of old
"geysers)) are common.
It is mostly exposed along the foot-hill
slopes of the Cairo-Gebel Shubrawit structural
depressions.
The Oligocene exposures represent the
intake areas for the seasonal rains on the
southern belt of the concerned area. In the sub-
surface, the Oligocene sediments extend and
slope generally northwards.
Miocene
It is represented mainly by the marine
sandy limestones. Most of the faulted struc-
tural ridges are built up of this facies. Due
north it is found under the post-Miocene sedi-
ments due to the step, mostly, clysmic fault
series.
A remarkable buried normal fault is deduc-
ed under Wadi El Tumilat. Near the south of
this wadi, the subsurface Miocene sediments
have been recorded at depth of 140 m, whereas
on its northern side the shallow wells (200 m
depth) did not reach the Miocene.
It may be expected that the groundwater
which percolates through these sediments (if
spudded in the subsurface) is probably saline.
Moreover, the Miocene sediments of the Gulf
of Suez enclose abundant evaporites.
Pliocene
There have been many controversies about
the Pliocene gulfs in this area. However, it is
expected that the early Pliocene sed i ments par-
ticularly below the Isthmus stretch and the
area north of Umm Gidam slopes are of fluvio-
marine clays and sandy clays. They represent
an aquiclude horizon for the uoper layers.
Their thickness varied and was consequently
affected by the pre-Pliocene configurated sur-
face.
Early Pleistocene
Contemporaneous with the termination of
the Pliocene and the early Pleistocene times,
pluviations took place. Consequently irregular
thick gravelly sand and sandy gravel beds
were deposited on the late Pliocene negative
areas, mainly the early Pleistocene basin north
of the structural ridges. The eastern foreset of
the Nile Delta invaded the western side of this
bas i n and helped the accumulation of these
sediments. Due north of Wadi El Tumilat, clayey
beds intercalate these sediments. The latter
wedge out on the northern rim of the struc-
tural tableland due south, and increase in
th ickness due north. At El Qantara area, the
thickness of these sediments reaches 70 to 80
m, however, no detailed studies are available
for them at present.
Late Pleistocene-Holocene
These sediments cover the area due north
of Khabret Umm Gidam and the Isthmus stretch.
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They are characterized by the alternations of
gravelly sands, sands, slightly calcareous
sandstones and clays. They attain a thickness
ranging from 10 to 70 m, overlying the early
Pleistocene, with thickness increasing due
north. These sediments are mainly replenished
by groundwater from the surface water of the
Nile Delta, Ismailiya Canal, Suez Canal, Lake
Manzala and various drains. Along the limbs
of the old Lake Manzala, coquin.al clay beds
are present.
Holocene sediments are represented by
sand sheets particularly along the eastern side
of the Isthmus stretch, and sand sheets and
hammocks west of El Tell El Kabir-El Salhlya
plain. Sabkhas and sa lt marshes dominate the
northern strip of El Tell El Kabir-El Salhiya
plain.
So the groundwater in these sediments is
mostly of leaky nature and its salinization re-
flects the nature of the neighbouring sources.
Groundwater potentiaiiiies
The area under investigation comprises
the desert area of the region east of the Nile
Delta fr'nging the cultivated land. The water
potentialities of such desert area are not fully
understood due to the lack of detailed explora-
tory hydrogeological work, especially in its
southern Dortion which is tvD'cally of arid clima-
tic conditions. In the northern portion where
sub-arid climatic condi*ions prevail, some ef-
forts to reclaim some tracts of this desert area,
e.g. El Salhiya Project and Ei Shabab Project,
have been made, and consequently some data
about the hydrogelog i cal conditions are avail-
ab l e. In connection w`th the geomoroholonical
and the geological features dis p layed within
the area in question, the hydrogeological condi-
tions will be discussed.
Tableland
The bulk of the tableland surface is domi-
nated by Eocene limestones which are mostly
jointed and fissured. Within this area, which
constitutes the main watershed, characteristics
of such limestones in the surrounding regions
point to the possibility that these limestones act
as an aquifer of limited potentialities. Such
charac teristics permit whatever ra i n-water there
is to infiltrate through fissures and joints, and
to collect and form very small water bodies.
The sur-"ace of this tableland is conse-
quently dissected by a number of drainage lines
which act during the rainy seasons as impor-
tant drainage arteries. These drainage lines
(wadis) are principally directed northward,
i.e. towards the structural deoressions, and form
suitable sites for the accumulation of the sur-
face runoff in the wadi fillings dominating the
channels of such wadis. The water which may
be obtained from the tableland area Is expected
to be relatively saline owing to the washing
and leaching processes. On these bases, and on
the basis of th^ scarc ity of the oresent rainfall
for the purpose of surface water conservation,
the tableland area is considered to have very
poor potentialities with regard to land reclama-
tion.
Structuarl Depressions
W i*hin the structural ridges area extending
from the lower slopes of the tableland escarp-
ments in the south to the northern foot-slopes
of Gebel El Hamza-Gebel Shubrawit ridge in
the nor`h, over a d istance of 50 km, two very
prominent structural depressions are confined.
These are rep resented by El Dakruri depression
to the south and Heliopolis depression to the
north, and are considered as typical water col-
lect i ng areas. The surface of El Dakrurl depres-
sion slopes in the northward direction, and is
dissected by a braided drainage system. It is
occu p ied by sands and gravels of fluviatile
origin. Heliopol i s dep ression, on the other hand,
constitutes a nort l on of the Pliocene gulf near
the eastern edge of the Delta, in which detrital
materials composed of sands and gravels up
to 100 m thick, were de posited wedging east-
wards (El Favoumv, 1966). These materials are
washed into that de pression by the River Nile
and the lateral wadis.
The groundwater conditions within these
depressions can be deduced from the few data
obtained from a deep water well drilled in the
year 1960 in the wes}ern reaches of El Dakruri
depression, immediately north of the Cairo-Suez
road at a d i stance of 45 km from Cairo. The
geological succession encountered in this well
(E7) is as follows :
TABLE 1
Geological Succession in Well E7
Depth in m	 -- __ — --- -
__ 	 Geological Units
From	 To
0 I	 21	 Caarsa sands and gravels, of Quaternary
age.
21 270 Alternation of sand and clay beds with
shaiy and sandy Eirnestone horizons, of
Miocene age.
270	 503 Coarse sand with occasional gravels, of
Oligocene age.
is	 El Shazly, Abde! Hady, El Shazly, El Ghawaby, El Kn,sas, Salmon and Morsi
The recorded water level in this well was
at 170 m from the land surface (the water level
exists at about 100m above sea level). The
salinity of the water in the well has been cal-
culated on the basis of the true resistivity and
self potential method. The measured salinity
was in the order of 5,500 ppm at different
depths through the length of the water column
in both the Miocene and the Oligocene aquifers.
The existence of the groundwater at this
high level in the depressional areas may indi-
cate completely different water conditions from
those in the surrounding areas where ground-
water occurs at about sea level. It may also
indicate the probable recharge of the different
aquifers from the desert wadis draining the de-
pressions or directly from rain water in old
pluvial times when these aquifers were expos-
ed.
Outside the area under investigation due
west, the hydrogeological conditions in Helio-
polis depression differ greatly, where water
depends on lateral seepage from the Bile as
well as from the desert Wadis. Due to the in-
herited depositional characteristics of the sedi-
ments, the groundwater is relatively saline. in
this depression (near Heliopolis) the water is
produced from the Quaternary sands and
gravels, and exists at a level of about 28 m
from the surface near sea level (Well E6). The
calculated salinity by the true resistivity and
self Dotential methods is 2,000 p pm at a depth
of 50 m, and 4,000 ppm at a depth of 81 m
from the surface.
From the structural configuration and the
geomorphological setting, the depressions to
the north of the tableland area acting as col-
lecting areas where a limited contribution of
the surface runoff from the watershed area
takes place. As the surface of these depres-
sions, especially their central portions is domi-
nated by Quaternary sands and gravels the
vertical movement of the surface runoff water
is possible. These sands and gravels overlie
ether the Pliocene clays (aquiclude) in the
western extremities or the Miocene sands,
clays and sandy limestone. The sandy facies
of the Miocene act as an aquifer and produce
water of saline nature. Below the Miocene the
geological succession passes conformably into
the Oligocene sediments which are developed
into sands and gaavels with occasional clays.
These proved to be water-bearing, producing
relatively less saline water. The Oligocene
sands and gravels are encountered at a depth
of about 3011 m below surface and in some
cases are separated from the overlying Mio-
cene by a basaltic aquifer. Such condition may
prevent whatever saline water is existing in
the Miocene aquifer to infiltrate downward into
the Oligocene aquifer which is probably re-
charged by the upward leakage from the under-
lying Eocene and Cretaceous aquifers or from
the water precipitation from the past succes-
sive wet periods.
The probable dryness of the Quaternary
sand and gravel mantle, and the high salinity
of the water in the Miocene aquifer may not
eliminate the Importance of such structural de-
pressions, especially in their central port*-ons,
for fresh water findings as deeper drilling is
suspected to pass through the sands and
gravels of the Oligocene which may represent an
important aquifer. ,
Umm Gidam Slopes
The structural ridges area is followed in
the northward direction by sandy gravelly
slopes which are occupied by Umm Gidam
slopes to the south and El Tell El Kabir slopes
to the north. The southern slopes are separat-
ed from the northern ones by
 a low lying de-
pression occupied by Wadi El Tumilat across
which Ismailiya Sweet Water Canal runs to El
Ismailiya.
Umm Gidam slopes are occu pied by sands
and gravels belonging to the early Pleistocene,
and overlying unconformably the Miocene se-
diments. These deposits attain a thickness of
about 200 m reported in well E5. The surface
of Umm Gidam slopes regionally in a north-
ward direction towards Wadi El Tumilat and
In the eastward direction towards the isthmus
stretch, both of which act as natural drainage
areas. The sand and gravel succession with
intercalated clays encountered in a few wells
out down in the slope area, can be explained
as a mass of fluviatile or deltiac deposits ex-
tending northward from a shoreline which is
marked by the edge of the outcrop of Miocene
or older rocks existing to the south (Shotton,
1946) .
The groundwater conditions in Umm Gi-
dam slopes can be deduced mainly from two
deep wells (E2 and E5) drilled on these slopes
in 1961. The analysis of the data obtained
from these two wells revealed that the geologi-
cal succession encountered is composed of:
1. An upper unit composed of loose quartz
sand with pebbles and granules with intercalat-
ed thin clayey beds, having a thickness varying
0,RIGS PPGE 1b
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between 200 and 250 m, and is assigned to the
early Pleistocene.
2. A lower unit constituted of alternating
dark grey sandy limestone and clay with lenses
of loose quartz sand and marl (these sedi-
ments show wide lateral change of facies) and
belong to the Miocene.
The water confined in the upper sandy
geological units (early Pleistocene aquifer)
shows markedly lower salinity (less than 1,000
ppm) but this salinity shows gradual increase
with depth reaching its maximum calcu'ated
value (5,000 ppm) in the Miocene aquifer as
shown from the figures in Table 2.
FABLE 2
Salinity in aquifers encountered in wells E2 and E5
Well E2	 — Well E5
Aquifer
	
depth: I	 Salinity	 Depth ii	 Salinity
m I	 ppm	 m I	 ppm
c 104 980
TU 114 1,100
12 122 1,700
c, 144 2,500
a` 157 3,800
--- 225 5.000	 _-
Miocene 250 5,000
The water exists at a level varying between
903 m (E2) and 78.5 m (E5) from the ground
surface, a few meters above sea level. The
depth to water in Umm Gidam slopes from the
ground surface is controlled by the ground
elevation.
Outside these slopes In the area under in-
vestigation, and due west where there is a
direct connection with sub-Nife Delta, the fresh
groundwater column is considerable and the
salinity of water (as calculated in well E3 to
the south of Abu Hammad) is in the average
of 300 ppm along the water column 175 m
from the surface. Below this depth, the salinity
shows gradual increase till it reaches 10,500
ppm at the depth of 315 m.
From the above mentioned availab l e limit-
ed data, the following points concerning the
hydrogeoiogical situation in Umm Gidam
slopes, are considered :
1. Deep drilling indicated that the main
aquifer exists in the Pliocene-early Pleistocene
sands and gravels. The top portion of the
water column is characterized by a relative'y
less saline nature (salinity less than 1,000 ppm),
which increases with depth.
2. The early Pleistocene aquifer is under-
lain by another aquifer restricted to the Mio-
cene. The salinity of water in the latter aquifer
is high varying between 500 and 10,000 ppm.
3. The fresh nature of water in the early
Pleistocene sands and gravels is in the first
place due to the replenishment from desert
wadis and from the surface runoff falling on the
shed area to the south.
4. The increase of salinity with depth may
be due to the upward leakage of the saline
water confined in the underlying Miocene
aquifer. There it a possibility of the lateral see-
page of saline water existing in the Miocene
aquifer which is near the surface further to
the south where the early Pleistocene aquifer
comes opposite to that of the Miocene as a
result of faulting.
5. The water tab'e in the southern portion
of Umm Gidam elopes occurs at a deep level
relative to the ground elevation. This water
table becomes shallower in the northward direc-
tion towards Wadi El Tumilat as well as in the
westward direction towards the Nile Delta
Basin,
6. The flow of groundwater is essentially
from south to north, i.e. towards Wadi El Tumi-
lat, and partly in a northeastern direction to-
wards El Manayif Oasis (to the south west of
El Ismailiya), both of which act as natural
drainage areas.
7. The salinity of water decreases north-
ward and westward where the effect of Ismai-
liya Sweet Water Canal and sub-Delta reservoir
have their effect respectively.
The groundwater obtained from the wells
drilled in Wadi El Tumilat depression is obvious-
ly «not due to the negligib!e rain fall which
occurs in the area, but can be ascribed to any
alleged leakage from the Sweet Water Canal,
not too much of its water is used locally for
irrigation». The main source of this ground-
water is the water in the sub-Delta gravels and
this must seep laterally, either from the west or
the northwest, i.e. the water originates essential-
ly by lateral impregation from the gravels under
the Nile Delta. The salinity of the water in this
depression is rather low, especially in the areas
surrounding Ismalliya Canal (although in the
low lying areas which are affected by the arti-
ficial irrigation and drainage system, the water
is subjected to evaporation and the ground has
OF
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255	 I 6,000
'52 9,000
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been encrusted with salts) . In the reaches of
the Suez Canal to the east, the salinity of
water becomes higher. Concerning the low
salinity of the water in Wadi E1 Tumilat and its
more or less consistent value with depth -)r as
a result of water discharge, the constant re-
charge from Ismailiya Canal as well as the pos-
sibility of the direct connection with the (Vile
aquifer under-neath the Delta, must not be over-
looked.
The effect of these two factors is reflected
northward in the southern portion of El Tell EI
Kabir-El Salhyia plain. In this area, the early
Pleistocene sands and gravels constitute the
main aquifer. The water table exists at a depth
varying between 10 and 5 m from the surface.
The salinity of groundwater rarely exceeds 1000
ppm.
Towards the northern portion, the area
under investigation passes into different plains
exis+ ing on the edge of the Mediterranean geo-
svncline. and constitutes E l Manzala-El Bardawil
coastal plain. The water becomes hiqhly saline
and shows ionic ratios and coefficients typical
of sea water. This drastic change in the quality
of wafter from south to north is due both to the
continuous leaching of the water bearing strata
which has inherited h ; gh salinity due to the de-
positional environment under fluviomarine con-
ditions, and to the direct salt water intrusion.
The salinity increases near the reaches of Lake
Manzala, i.e. in the northward direction. The
groundwater is normally obtained from the late
P leistocene sands (u pper aquifer) and from
the early Pleistoncene sands and qravels
(lower aquifer). The recent drilling in I;I Oan-
tara area conducted as a part of the overall
effort by the Remote Sensing Project to investi-
gate the geology and hydrogeology of the
Suez Canal zone, revealed the existence of at
least three aquifers, all of them producing saline
water, as follows
1 An u pper leaky aquifer under free water
conditions either in the Holocene fluviomarine
sands dominating to the west of Suez Canal
or in the Holocene sand dune belt dominating
to the east. The water existing in this aquifer
is of low salinity (in the order of 4,000 to 7,000
ppm) where a permanent recharge of less
sal i ne water from the irrigation and drainage
system in the west, or from local precipitation
in the east takes place. At the a pproach to the
Suez Canal, the salinity Increases rapidly
(reaching over 40,000 ppm) due to the salt
water intrusion from the canal. This aquifer is
not in direct connection with the lower aquifers
as it is separated from the underlying aquifers
by thick clay beds.
2. A middle aquifer existing under sub-
confined conditions in the old fluviomarine
sands (late Pleistocene). The water in this
aquifer is highly saline (reaching 82,000 ppm).
3. A lower main aquifer existing under
semi-artesian conditions in early Pleistocene
sands and gravels. In this area, such aquifer
exists at 70 m from the surface and attains a
thickness of about 70 m. The water attains also
high salinity in the average of 80,000 ppm.
The hydraulic parameters of the early
Pleistocene aquifer have been determined in
some localities near the western boundary of
the area under investigation (near Abu Ham-
mad and at El Mullak area to the south of El
ismaiiiya Canal). The results obtained show
marked variations even in the same area. This
can be shown from the following figures in El
Mullak area obtained from three pumping tests
conducted in three localities, Table 3.
TABLE 3
Hydraulic parameters of early Pleistocene aquifer
(Staff of Energoproiekt, 1966)
Location I	 K	 T
7.5 X 10 cm
	 0.0145
	
3,450m/day
9.1 X 10 cm
	 0.0208	 4,850m/day
5.7 x 10 cm
	 0.0097 1 2,160m/day
Such variations are expected all over the
area where different boundary conditions of the
aquifer exist.
Isthmus Stretch
In the isthmus stretch, the geological con-
ditions are not favourable for exploiting the
obtainable groundwater. The geological succes-
sion is composed of alternating sandstone and
clay beds with occasional sandy limestone,
conglomerate and mariy layers belonging to the
Miocene. The sandstone and the conglomerate
constitute the main water bearing geological
units within this Miocene section in which water
exists under almost partially confined condi-
tions. This aquifer looses some of its hydrolo-
gical characteristics due to the conspicuous
change of the rock facies both laterally and
vertically, with regard to the free nature of the
groundwater occurrences and the salt water
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intrusion from the Suez Canal. Due to this, the
aquifers are hydrologically connecsed and dif-
ferent values of hydrological parameters are ex-
pected due to the lateral change in facies and
to the non-continuity of the layers acting as
aquic!udes_ The water in the Miocene aquifer
:s likely to be of connate type with some con-
tributions from the annual precipitation falling
on the upland shed areas existing to the west
and the south. In addition to this, the nature of
the Miocene succession and the abundance of
anhvdrite-gypsum within this succession and the
continuous leaching processes, minimize the
potentialities of this aquifer.
The main Miocene aquifer is overlain by
a subsidiary leaky "juifer in the top soil layer
(3 m thick) which is composed of clayey sand.
The water in this layer is contributed by leakage
from the irrigation and drainaqe s ystem (on the
western s ide of the Suez Canal) and from local
precipitation (on the eastern side), within this
Isthmus stretch, the Suez Canal acts as a
natural drain for this water.
Underlying this Miocene aquifer, relatively
less saline water horizons were recorded in the
Oligoc ane sand y geological units at depths
from 583 m to 600 m in Habashi well on the
eastern side of the Great Bitter Lake. The
groundwater in these Oligocene horizons has
a hydraulic pressure lift-ng it to nearly 16 m
above the present sea level. The water in this
aquifer has lower salinity (less than 3,000
nom) than that existing in the overlying Mio-
cene aquifer. This Oligocene aquifer seems to
be reacharged from the heavv precipitation
during the past wet periods on the intake areas
of such rocks as well as from the upward
leakage from the underlying Eocene and Creta-
ceous aquifers (possibly through fau:t lines) .
Conditions of the Aquifers
Based u oon the afore mentioned hydro-
geological investigations, the following deduc-
tions of the conditions of the water bearing
formations are concluded :
1. Unconfined early Pleistocene aquifer do-
minating Umm Gidam slopes.
2. t= ree water Holocene aquifer dominat.
incd the coastal Mediterranean belt.
3. Leaky late Pleistocene aquifer dominat-
ing the southern portion of El Tel! El Kabir-El
Salhiya plain and the top soil in the Isthmus
stretch.
4. Sub-artesian early Pleistocene aquifer
dominating the northern portion ,
 of E! Salhiya
Plain. This condition characterizes also the
O!igocene aquifer in the eastern side of the
isthmus stretch.
S. Semi-confined Miocene aquifer dominat-
ing in the Isthmus stretch.
Groundwater Use buith Regard to Salinity
1. Unsuitable water, salinity more than
3.000 ppm (Fig. 7)
a) The Miocene and Oligocene aquifers
(to the depth of 500 m from the sur-
face) in the structural depressions.
b) The Miocene aquifer in Umm Gidam
slopes.
c) The early
 Pleistocene aquifer in north
El Tell El Kabir-Ei Salhlya plain.
d) The late	 Pleistocene fluviomarine
aquifer in El Saihiya-Bir El Abd strip.
e) The Miocene aquifer in the Isthmus
stretch.
2. Permissible water, salinity from 1,000
to 3,000 ppm
a) Quaternary gravel mantle in the cen-
tral parts of the structural depressions
(expected).
b) Early Pleistocene aquifer in Umm Gi-
dam slopes.
c) Early Pleistocene-late Pleistocene aqui-
fers in the southern portion of El Tell
El Kabir-El Salhiya plain.
d) Holocene sand aquifer existing as a
fresh water layer (1 to 5 m thick) in
the environs east of the Suez Canal.
3. Suitable water, salinity less than 1,000
PPM
Pliocene-early Pleistocene aquifer in Wadi
El Tumilat and its peripheries to the north and
the estern frontier of El Tel! El Kabir-El Salhiya
plain.
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Dear Dr Abdel-Hady,
I wish to thank you for completing our recently commissioned
study on the geology, structure and surface drainage of our
Master Plan Study area as interpreted from ERTS.1 Images,
including also groundwater potentialities in the area.
As you are aware the Master Plan Study we are carrying out
for the Ministry of Housing and Reconstruction is a com-
prehensive planning study covering a range of physical,
social and economic considerati,on6 and factors.
The Study Area offers considerable potential for soil
reclamation and increased economic activity arising from
an increase in population. In formulating our Pecommendation,
on the capacity of the Study Area, we must examine, in some
detail, natural and physical constraints to alternative
development options. These constraints could ultimately
determine the optimum holding capacity of the Study Area.
Set in this context the study you have carried out for us
is particularly significant as it adds to our knowledge
and understanding of geology and groundwater potential.
Information gained from your study will enable us to better
evaluate the resource potential of the area and to identify
areas and/or characteristics requiring further detailed
study. We will also be able tc establish priorities, study
parameters and specify realistic: work programmes for these
future studies.
From the outset of our association we have been extremely
impressed by the expertise and capability of your project
teams the sophisticated level of technology and resources
contd/..
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at your disposal and finally in the high standard and technical
quality of the work produced for us.
Once again 1 wish to thank you and your colleagues on an
excellent study, for the time and cooperation you have
extended to our team members, in particular Mr M Varela,
and for your willingness to undertake the study at such
short notice.
It has been a great pleasure working with you and your
colleagues and f sincerely hope that we can continue our
relationship on latter stages of our project or in fVture
work.
Yours sincerely,
David D Allen	 Manuel Varela
Project Manager	 Hydrogeologist
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